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Drawing from its pioneering legacy of providing comfort and quality over five 
decades, Master presents Celeste Home Fashion as a lifestyle brand o�ering a wide 
range of interior options with furniture, decorative accessories and sleep solutions. 

Trendy, fashionable and experimental, with unmatchable customer service, 
Celeste Home Fashion o�ers a one stop solution for those who want to make a style 

statement with their living spaces.

WELCOME NOTE



BEDS



01

Modern, clean & simple. The Apollo collection is a striking 
combination of luxe and minimalism.

Apollo



02

The Oracle collection is a modern take on the old world charm a 
classic design.

Oracle



03

Handcrafted excellence is etched in every line of our Parisian 
contemporary Delphi collection.

Delphi



04

Behold the beauty of Aphrodite in the unique curves of its 
exclusive pieces.

Aphrodite



05

For those who love the grandeur of royalty, nothing matches the 
Helios collection.

Helios



06

Never has furniture exuded the elegant masculinity of the 
Eros collection.

Eros



07

Understated elegance & simplicity are the hallmark of
the contemporary.

Selene



08

Many have been bewitched by the feminine allure of this
winged bed.

Aurai



09

Experience the raw power of living edge furniture in this amazing 
collection by Aari.pk for Celeste Home Fashion.

Aari



SEATINGS



10

The Apollo sofa adds life to the simplest of spaces with its 
uniqueness.

Apollo



11

Simplicity is redefined with the clean lines of the 
Atlas collection.

Atlas



12

Alessa is understated magnificence. Bring out the best in your 
interiors with this sophisticated sofa.

Alessa



13

Sleek, compact and cozy, the Viola sofa brings a balance to any 
living space.

Viola



14

Perfect for entertaining and for sleeping, the Contempo adds a touch 
of glam to the simplicity of sofa cumbeds.

Contempo



15

Plush, practical and cosy. The Comforti sofa cum bed is a homely
addition to your living space to lounge.

Comforti



16

Opposite ends of the spectrum, yet style and comfort remain 
uncompromised with our range of seating options.

Chairs



17

A chair can be an independent piece of furniture or a beautiful 
addition to a complete set.

Chairs



18

Your choice of relaxation does not have to compromise on style or 
comfort; there is plenty to choose from our range of recliners.

Recliners



DECORS



19

A labyrinth of ordered chaos; of patterns and geometry, of our 
Notre Monde collection.

Notre Monde



20

An eclectic mix of colors and materials come together to create 
pure magic.

Accessories



21

Heed the call of the wild and let a manifestation of nature take over 
dark corners.

Accessories



22

To store or display, these fascinating pieces make your home ideal for 
entertaining and you the perfect host.

Decor Pieces



23

Vintage collectibles like these miniature pieces add a quirky charm to 
any space. 

Decor Pieces



24

Lighting has never looked so enchanting. Our chandeliers available in 
multiple sizes, material and finishes to fit all your needs.

Chandeliers



25

Lighting options find to fit your style so your interiors always 
stand out

Chandeliers



26

Ranging from classic to contemporary, our variety of table lamps fit 
every mood setting.

Exquisite Lamps



Lahore:
140,  Y Block, DHA, 0345 4483848

Karachi:

Lucky One Mall, 021 37181043-4
26th Street, DHA, 021 35838760 Boulevard Mall, 0300 8238680

Hyderabad:


